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ARSTHACT 
We present some perturbation results for least squares problems with equality 
constraints. Relative errors are obtained on perturbed solutions and Lagrange multi- 
pliers of the problem, based on the equivalence of the problem to a consistent system 
of linear equations. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A E R”‘I~“, B E R”QX’l be two real matrices, and let f E IS”“, 
g E R”‘1 be two real vectors. Consider the equality-constrained least squares 
problem (abbreviated as LSE) of finding a solution x E R” to the following 
optimization problem: 
minIlAx - fll subject to .T E s, (1) 
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where S is the solution set to the least squares problem (LSP) 
l/Bx - gll = min l/Z32 - gl]. 
IER” 
Here ]I 1) is the usual Euclidean S-norm. In particular, if A is the identity 
matrix I, then the LSE is just the problem of orthogonally projecting a point 
onto the linear manifold S, and if in addition f = 0, then it is reduced to the 
minimal norm least squares problem. Moreover, the usual least squares 
problem is a special case of the LSE, where B is the zero matrix. The LSE 
has applications in many applied fields, such as optimal design of structures 
and signal processing [7]. Its application to electromagnetics data processing 
was given in [15], in which the rank of the problem is deficient. 
The rank-preserving perturbation theory for LSPs has been standard; it 
can be found in [2] and [lo]. A f t irs serious approach to arbitrary perturba- 
tions was given in [12], followed by a series of papers [3, 4, 13, 141 on LSPs 
and the more general problem of orthogonal projections. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the perturbation analysis of general 
LSEs. When Rank B = m2 and RankcAT, BTjT) = n, Eldkn [7] presented a 
perturbation theory for the LSE. In [16], some perturbation results were 
obtained by Wei for rank-deficient LSEs, based on the modified CS decom- 
position of Paige and Saunders [9] and the generalized singular value decom- 
position of Van Loan [ll]. 
The basic idea in Elden and Wei’s approaches is that the LSE (1) is 
equivalent to the following LSP of size Z X I with Z = m, + m2 + n: 
min IlMw - 411, 
W‘ER (2) 
where 
in which r =f - Ax is the least squares residual and /.L is a vector of 
Lagrange multipliers. See [7, 15, 161 for more details. 
When the LSE is of full rank, an expression for the generalized inverse 
M + of M above was obtained in [7]. Let P = Z - BtB, and let 
B:= [z-(AP)+A]B+ 
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be the so-called A-weighted pseudoinverse of B. Then Elden proved that 
M+ = 
I 
(riB;)rABi - (ilB.1)’ (Bi)l 
-AB; Z - AP( AZ’)+ [( AP)+]l’ . (3) 
B.1 ( AZ’)+ -( AP)+[( AP)+]’ I 
This formula for M ’ was shown in [15] to be valid even for the rank-deficient 
case, which gives a basis for the perturbation analysis in [16]. 
A disadvantage of the approach based on (2) and (3) is that the dimension 
1 of the matrix M in the new problem is much larger than the original one, 
making the resulting analysis tedious and complicated, although perturbation 
results for the residual r and the vector /_L of Lagrange multipliers can also be 
obtained at the same time. Indeed, upper bounds for the perturbation of Z.L, 
T, and x in [16] contain many terms including some undetermined expres- 
sions, due to the complicated expression (3) for M + and the use of the results 
of Paige and Saunders and of Van Loan. Also, the upper bounds in the 
previous works may not be the best possible ones, and they involve additional 
quantities. Recently, a perturbation result for the LSE has been obtained in 
[6], based on th e e mva ence of the LSE (1) to an LSP of the same size and q . 1 
the optimal perturbation result for LSPs from [5]. Therefore, the result 
obtained is simpler than those in [$I and [16]. 
However, there are still two drawbacks in the approach of [6]. Firstly the 
upper bound contains the norm of a solution y to the equivalent LSP, and 
the relation of the norm 11 y l( of y and the norm llxll of the corresponding 
solution x to the original LSE is unknown. Secondly, a perturbation bound 
for the vector of Lagrange multipliers Z.L for (I) is not available, in contrast 
with the approach of [ 161. This paper aims to solve the two problems. For this 
purpose, we derive an equivalent consistent system of linear equations for II 
and ZJ. Then, with the help of the optimal perturbation result for consistent 
linear system (Lemma 2.3 below), a perturbation result for x and p in the 
LSE can be obtained. 
In the next section, we present some preliminary results for obtaining the 
main result in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Since we shall use some properties of generalized inverses, we recall the 
definition of the generalized inverse of a matrix first. N(C) and R(C) will 
denote the null space and the range of C E R"" ", respectively. KC = 
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/lCll llCtll is the condition number of C, where llcll is the induced Euclidean 
matrix norm. The orthogonal complement of a subspace N is denoted by 
Nl. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The matrix C +, which maps R(C) ’ to the zero vector 
and on R(C) is the inverse of the restriction of C to N(C)I , is called the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of C. 
It is well known 12, 81 that C + is the unique matrix that satisfies 
c+c = PR(p) and CC+ = PR(c), 
where PN is the matrix of the orthogonal projection onto N, and C ‘d is the 
unique minimal norm least squares solution of the LSP 
min IICX - dll. 
XER” (4) 
LEMMA 2.1. For any least squares solution x to (41, 
c+(cx - d) = 0. (5) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x be the orthogonal projection of any z E R” onto the 
solution set of the LSP (4). Then 
z -x = C+(Cz -d). (6) 
Proof. Since x is the orthogonal projection of z onto an affine set that is 
the translation of N(C) along C +d, 
z -x E N(C)'= R(C+). 
Since CtC is the projection matrix onto R(C+), 
z - x = C+C( .z - x). 
By Lemma 2.1, CtCx = Ctd; hence (6) is valid. ??
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Let the LSP (4) be perturbed to 
min Il(C’+ 6C)z - (d + 6d)l). (7) 
ZER” 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose d E R(C) anal d + Sd E R(C + SC). If 
lIC+ 6CI( < 1, thenfor any solution 2 to (3, there is a solution x to (4) such 
that 
IIX - XII Kc 
i 
IISdll + ll6CII - - 
llxll G 1 - IlCt6ClI lldll i IICII . 
(8) 
Proof. Let x be the orthogonal projection of z onto the solution set of 
(4). Then z - x = C+(Cx - d) by Lemma 2.2. Now 
” - x = C+C( z - X) = C’( 6d - XX) - Ct 6C (Z - x) 
since Cx = d and (C + 6C)z = d + ad, from which 
(I + c+6C)(z -x) = C’(6d - Xx). 
Since llC+ 6Cll < 1, (I + C’ SCJmml exists. so 
z - x = (I + C+ fiC)-‘c+( Sd - ~CX), 
from which (8) follows from the fact that 
llv + c+ fiw’ II G 1 _ ,ri 6cll. ??
REMARK 2.1. Lemma 2.3 gives an optimal perturbation bound for con- 
sistent linear systems, and it generalizes a classical result in numerical linear 
algebra when C is nonsingular. A more general perturbation result for 
inconsistent linear systems has been proved in [5]. 
Before ending this section, we develop the equivalence of solving the LSE 
(1) to solving a consistent linear system, which lays a basis for the perturba- 
tion analysis in the next section. From [7] and [15], solving (1) is equivalent to 
solving (21, which is equivalent to solving the (consistent) nom& quatim 
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LEMMA 2.4. The system (9) is equivalent to the (consistent) system 
ATAx - B$ = ATf, 
(10) 
BTBx = BTg 
withr=f -Ax. 
Proof. Suppose (CL, r, x) satisfies (9). Then x E S, which gives the 
second equality in (10). Since r = f - Ax, 
ATr = AT(f- Ax). (11) 
Hence, it follows from (9) that 
ABTp + AATr = 0, 
BB’p + BATr = 0, 
from which we have 
B’p + ATr = 0. (12) 
Now (11) and (12) give the first equality in (10). 
Conversely, suppose (x, /..L) solves (10). Let r = f - Ax. Then (11) is true. 
Subtracting the first equality in (10) from (11) gives B’p + ATr = 0, so 
BB’p + BATr = 0 (13) 
and 
AB’p + (I + AAT)r + Ax =f. (14) 
On the other hand, (11) and the second equality in (10) imply 
ATr + BTBx + A%X = BTg + ATg. 
Now (13), (14), and (15) give (9). 
(15) 
w 
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REMARK 2.2. In particular, if A = Z and f = 0, then the LSE (1) is the 
usual minimal norm least squares problem. In this case, (10) is reduced to 
x = BTp, 
(16) 
BTBx = B’g. 
Since R(BT) = R( Bt>, it is clear that ( Btg, p) is a solution of (16) for some 
p and every solution (x, ZJ) to (16) must satisfy x = Btg. 
3. THE PERTURBATION OF THE LSE 
In this section we give a perturbation analysis for the LSE (1). Let (1) be 
perturbed to 
minll X5! - fl] subject to n- E s, (17) 
where A= A + SA, f=f + Sf, and s is the solution set to the LSP. 
where B = B + 6B, g = g + Sg. Then the corresponding linear system (10) 
is perturbed to 
= pg. (18) 
For the perturbation analysis of the LSE (11, we first consider the case of 
g E R(B) that was studied in [7]. Then 4 E R(M) in (21, and eliminating r 
from (2) gives the equivalent consistent system 
cy= AF 
[ 
-oB’][ ;] = [ fy] E (1 (19) 
with r = f - Ax. Equation (19) can also be obtained from (10) and the fact 
that the two equations BTBx = B?‘g and Br = g are equivalent for g E R(B). 
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Similarly, if g E R(B), then (17) is equivalent to 
(20) 
Let SC = C - C and Sd = d - d. Then 
6ATA+ATSA+6AT6A - SBT 




From the fact that if 
then IlKll < IlUll + IIVII, we have 
llCll G lIATAll + IIBll = lIAl12 + IIBII, (21) 
llSCll 6 IISAT A + AT SA + SAT SAll + 11SB11 
< 21tA11 IISAll + IlSBll + llSA112 = O(llSAll + IlSBll), (22) 
IlSdll < llSATf+ AT Sf+ SAT Sfll + IlSgll 
Q llfll II SAll + (11 All + II SAlI) 11 Sfll + II Sg II 
= O( II SAlI + II Sfll + II Sg II). (23) 
THEOREM 3.1. 
-- 
Suppose g E R(B) and g E R( B>. Let C, d and C, d be 
defined by (19) and (2O), respectively. Zf I/C’ SC II < 1, then for any solution 
4 = (X, L> to (20), there is a solution y = (x, p) to (19) such that 
’ (24) 
’ (25) 
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In pnrtidu-, if Rank B = m2, then 
IIT - XII KC -- 
IIXII 1 - IlC+ 6Cll 
II6dll + ll6Cll 
II4 IlCll , ’ (26) i
Ilr* - /.I1 
II Pll ’ + II( AB+frII 1 - liC+ 6Cll lid 
11x11 ] Kc [il”“ll + z), (27) 
where r = f - Ax. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, 
Ilij - yll Kc 
II yll G 1 - IIC’ SCII i 
IIWI + ll6Cll - - 
lldll i IICII . 
Noting that 
11% - XII 
Ilxll 
II yll IIG - yll ~ llxll + II pll Ilij - yll 
% llyll IIXII llyll ’ 
IIL - I-41 llyll llij - yll 
II /-4I =G ml Ilyll 
~ Ilxll + IIPlI Iljq - yll 
II /.A/ Ilyll ’ 
we have (24) and (25). If in addition Rank B = m2, then from the equalib 
B’~.L = A’(& -f> = -ATr, 
Thus (26) and (27) follow. ??
REMARK 3.1. Although we have the estimate (21) for IICII, in general it is 
difficult to give a simple and concise upper bound for llCtll in terms of II AtI1 
and 11 Bt 11. However, if Rank A = n - m2 and Rank B = m,, and if R( B’) 
= N(A), then by Theorem V.6.8 of [l], 
-( Bt)T 
I 0 ’ 
(28) 
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from which 
llc+ll < 11 A+( At)TII + llB+ll = IjA+l12 + IIB+l(. (29) 
Hence, in this special case 
KC < (Ibll” + llBlI)(llA+l12 + lIB+ll) 
=(I+~)K~+(~+~)K~=(~(K~+K~). (30) 
Now we turn to the perturbation analysis for general LSEs, which is 
equivalent to the perturbation analysis of the consistent linear system (10). 
Writing (10) and (18) in the matrix form 
(31) 
(32) 
we can directly apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain perturbation result for (1). For 
SC = C - C and 6d = d - d we have 
6ATA+ATSA+SAT6A - 6BT 
SBTB+BT8B+L5BT8B I 0 ’ 
SATf+AT6f+6AT8f 1 Wg + Fag + WSg . 
Therefore 
IISCII = O(llSAll + IlSBll), ll6dll = O(llSAll + IISBII + IlSf 11 + IISg/). 
(33) 
The proof of the next theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3.1. 
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-- 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C, d and C, d be defined by (31) and (321, respec- 
tively. Zf (ICt 6Cll < 1, th f 
-- 
en or any solution ij = (x, P) to (181, there is a 
solution y = (x, p) to (10) such that 
’ (34) 
IIF - I.41 
II l-41 (35) 




VTV 0 1 
then IIKII < IlUll + IlVllWll + 0, we have 
IICII < IIAl12 + lIB+ll” + IIB+ll. (36) 
Thus under the same condition as in Remark 3.1. 
llC+ll =s IIA+l12 + lIB+ll’ + IIB+ll. (37) 
Hence in this case 
KC = o(KA” + K;). (38) 
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